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Mechanically robust nanoscale metallic materials are highly desirable in many miniaturized devices.
However, the lack of strain hardening and controllable plasticity plagues such small-volume metals.
Using Al-4Cu alloy as an example, here we show that a submicron-sized metallic material with ultrathin
native oxide shell exhibits a high degree of deformation controllability, unprecedented strain hardening,
size strengthening and toughness, in uniaxial tensile deformation. The metal/native oxide “composite” is
easy to make, and the emergent properties extend well beyond the benchmark range known for metals
in a normalized (i.e., dimensionless) strength-toughness plot. The origin of the combination of
strengthening and plastic stability is that an intact ultrathin native oxide shell exerts a strong confine-
ment on dislocation movement and annihilation, thereby breaking the envelope on dislocation storage
and strain hardening achievable in small-volume metals.

© 2016 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Mechanical properties of small volume metals have attracted
tremendous interests in the past decade due to potential microscale
and nanoscale applications [1,2]. A variety of metals and alloys were
fabricated into micro- and nanoscale samples, and tested under
micro-compression or tension, in order to explore their size-
strength relationship [1e12]. A strong sample size-dependent
strength behavior has been reported for small-volume metals,
hence the phrase “smaller is stronger”. “Dislocation starvation”
[6,7] and “truncation of dislocation sources” [8e10] theories have
been proposed to explain the dislocation-avalanche-controlled
jerky flow and the size-dependent strengthening. However, some
unfavorable deformation characters, such as strain bursts, lack of
strain hardening and near-zero uniform elongation, are often dis-
played by the small volume metals [1e12]. Therefore, how to
overcome the deformation instability, lack of strain hardening and
strength-ductility tradeoff still remains as a bottleneck for the
utilization of microscale and nanoscale metals.
. Han).

Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
Recently, interfaces [13e19], precipitates [20e25] and artifi-
cially deposited thin film cover [26,27] have been introduced into
small volume metals to amend the deformation instability. These
attempts show improved deformation stability, but strain bursts
are still frequently observed, andmeanwhile the strain hardening is
still very limited due to the inefficiency of dislocation storage
[17e25]. In this regard, new strategies need to be developed. Here
we report that the naturally formed ultrathin native oxide shell
could promote efficient storage of dislocations in a small-volume
Al-4Cu alloy, thus effectively suppressing strain bursts and
enhancing strain hardening. As a result, the nanoscale Al-4Cu alloys
demonstrate high degree of deformation controllability, unprece-
dented strain hardening, size strengthening, and extraordinary
combination of strength and toughness, showing a broad spectrum
of mechanical performances that are superior to other small-
volume metals [1e12] (as well as their bulk counterparts).

2. Experimental design

We choose Al-4Cu alloy aged at 200 �C for 1.5 h (peak aged) as
the model material. It contains a high density of shear-resistant
precipitates, q

0
(Al2Cu) [28,29]. The plate-shaped shear-resistant

precipitates form on f001ga planes of the Al matrix. As shown in
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Fig. 1a and 1b, two edge-on variants of precipitates and one face-on
variant precipitate can be observed with the electron beam along
the <001> a in transmission electron microscope (TEM). The
interface structure of q

0
and Al matrix can be found elsewhere [30].

The average grain sizes of the peak aged Al-4Cu are ~80 mm, hence it
is easy to cut out nanoscale single crystal samples, away from grain
boundaries for nano-mechanical testing. Micro-tensile samples
with size, D(D≡

ffiffiffi
A

p
, where A is the cross-section area of tensile

samples), ranging from 100 nm to 800 nm were fabricated by
focused ion beam (FIB) micromachining. The final polishing was
done using a low ion beam current to minimize possible Gaþ

damage. Quantitative in situ mechanical tests were conducted us-
ing a Hysitron PicoIndentor (PI95) inside a FEG JEOL 2100F TEM
(200 kV) under displacement control. The displacement rate was
programmed to be 5 nm/s in tension, which corresponds to a strain
rate of � 5� 10�3 s�1. In order for easy comparison, all of the
tensile tests were performed using the fixed strain rate of
5� 10�3 s�1 in current study. Tensile samples with various sizes
were loaded along four different orientations (½100�, ½311�, ½740� and
½110�). Real-time observation of the tensile deformation was
recorded by a charge-coupled device camera. All tensile samples
were examined in SEM and TEM to determine the sample sizes and
loading axis before in situ tensile tests.

3. Results

3.1. Size-dependent tensile properties

Fig. 1a shows a typical Al-4Cu single crystal micro-tensile
Fig. 1. Microstructure and tensile deformation of nanoscale Al and Al-4Cu. (a) TEM image of
of [001]Al; (b) Highlight of the shear-resistant precipitates (q

0
) in Al matrix; (c) A layer of full

and Al-4Cu sample; (d) True stress-strain curves of a nanoscale Al-4Cu single crystal (red cur
the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of t
sample. Profuse plate-shaped q
0
precipitates can be found in the

small volume inside the single crystal. These precipitates have habit
planes along {001}Al, as highlighted in Fig. 1b. The average pre-
cipitates length and thickness are 56 ± 20 nm and 2.3 nm,
respectively [28]. The total volume fraction of q

0
is ~2.6%. Besides, a

layer of ultrathin and fully dense native amorphous Al oxide shell,
with a homogeneous thickness of < t > ¼ 4:3 nm, covers the
whole micro-tensile sample, as displayed in Fig. 1c. Such a native Al
oxide film is typical for Al alloys once exposed to air [31e33]. The
thickness of the native Al oxide film is roughly the same for all the
tensile sample dimensions.

Fig. 1d (red curve) demonstrates the tensile true stress-strain
curve of an Al-4Cu single crystal with D ¼ 245 nm and loading
along ½311�. With increasing stress, the nanoscale Al-4Cu single
crystal shows linear elastic behavior, and yields at ~0.68 GPa,
following a steep, stable and continuous strain hardening up to the
ultimate tensile strength (UTS) of ~1 GPa, then fractured with a
total strain of ~13%. No strain burst or jerky flow was displayed
during tension, significantly different from the unstable deforma-
tion of other small-volume metals [1e12]. For comparison, we also
tested a pure Al single crystal samplewith native Al oxide shell. The
sample had a similar size (D ¼ 255 nm) but was loaded along ½110�,
as shown in Fig. 1d (blue curve) and Movie S1. The nanoscale Al
single crystal shows a similar yield strength as the nanoscale Al-
4Cu. However, there is only a very short stable deformation and
strain hardening stage after yielding, showing a serrated stress-
strain response, although the strain burst is much smaller than
previously reported [1e12]. As revealed by Movie S1, the jerky flow
in the nanoscale Al case mainly results from the dislocation-native
Al-4Cu single crystal tensile sample. The inserted is the selected area diffraction pattern
y dense and ultrathin native Al oxide shell with thickness of 4.3 nm is formed on the Al
ve, D ¼ 245 nm) and an Al single crystal (blue curve, D ¼ 255 nm). (For interpretation of
his article.)
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oxide shell interactions: once dislocations break apart the oxide
shell in a local region, a tiny strain burst appears on the stress strain
curve (Fig. 1d). The difference between the Al-4Cu and Al cases
indicates that an intact native oxide shell plays a dominate role in
contributing to the stable plastic flow, while the q

0
precipitates can

reduce the shear localization and further improve the deformation
stability. A quantification of the deformation stability according to
mechanical controllability index (MCI) [15] found that, nanoscale
Al-4Cu has an index of MCI ¼ 7, which is much higher than the
nanocrystalline Al pillar (MCI ¼ 4) and single crystal Al pillar
(MCI ¼ 0.33) [15] under compression.

Supplementary video related to this article can be found at
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.actamat.2016.12.055.

To explore the size strengthening of nanoscale Al-4Cu alloy,
more than 30 micro-tensile tests were performed with D ranging
from 100 nm to 800 nm. Fig. 2a shows three typical true stress-
strain curves of Al-4Cu single crystals with D ¼ 131 nm, 282 nm
and 733 nm, in comparison with bulk polycrystalline Al-4Cu. With
reducing sample dimension, the true stress strain curves become
steeper and steeper, and the elastic modulus, yield strength and
strain hardening increase significantly. The yield strength at
D ¼ 733 nm is ~0.32 GPa, analogous to the bulk Al-4Cu. While the
yield strength increased markedly with reducing sample dimen-
sion, and reached ~0.9 GPa for the sample with D ¼ 131 nm.
Notably, the UTS of Al-4Cu with D ¼ 733 nm is 0.52 GPa, only ~60%
increase compared to its yield strength. In comparison, the UTS of
Al-4Cu with D ¼ 131 nm is 1.9 GPa, a ~110% increase, indicating
significant size-dependent strain hardening, as shown in Fig. 2a.
Fig. 2b displays the variation of the strain hardening rate of nano-
scale Al-4Cu as a function of strain, for samples shown in Fig. 2a and
in comparisonwith bulk Al-4Cu. A trend of “smaller is higher strain
Fig. 2. Size-dependent tensile deformation of nanoscale Al-4Cu. (a) True stress-strain cu
D ¼ 733 nm (blue curve) and bulk Al-4Cu; (b) Strain hardening plot of true stress-strain curve
sizes. Both yield strength and UTS are not sensitive to loading orientations. The stress stra
prediction. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader i
hardening” can be identified, and the variation of strain hardening
rate with strain is much steeper for samples with smaller dimen-
sion. Obviously, the initial strain hardening rate of nanoscale Al-4Cu
is roughly an order of magnitude higher than bulk Al-4Cu (Fig. 2b).
In order to quantify the size-dependent strengthening, the yield
stress and UTS were quantified and summarized in Fig. 2c and d. A
clear trend of smaller is stronger can be identified for nanoscale Al-
4Cu alloys. With increasing sample dimension, both the yield
strength and UTS are trending to reach the level of bulk sample, as
shown in Fig. 2c and d. In addition, the strength of nanoscale Al-4Cu
alloys is not sensitive to the loading axes (Fig. 2c and d), which is
likely due to the effect of ultrathin native oxide shell and shear-
resistant precipitates that can alleviate the mechanical anisotropy.

Fig. 3a summarizes the variation of yield strength of nanoscale
Al-4Cu with its sample dimension D, roughly two stages size
dependent strengthening can be identified at D ¼ 250 nm ac-
cording to the log-log plot. For D > 250 nm, a weak size-dependent
strengthening with size strengthening factor (m) of 0.29 can be
measured and labelled as stage I (Fig. 3a). However, for D < 250 nm,
a steeper size-dependent strengthening stage is displayed by the
nanoscale Al-4Cu with m ¼ 0.90, and marked as stage II. This
phenomenon is anomalous because the precipitates contained
micro pillars usually demonstrate a size-independent strength-
ening due to the constant precipitate spacing [20e22]. Similarly,
the UTS of nanoscale Al-4Cu demonstrates a strong size-dependent
behavior as well, as shown in Fig. 3b. For D > 250 nm, a slow
increasing of UTS with sample size with m ¼ 0.33 was observed,
and labelled as stage I. Once D < 250 nm, a quick increasing of UTS
with sample dimension with m ¼ 1.07 can be identified, marked as
stage II. The current ultrahigh size strengthening factor of 1.07 is
almost the highest value reported for nanoscale Al pillars so far
rves of nanoscale Al-4Cu with D ¼ 131 nm (black curve), D ¼ 282 nm (red curve),
s shown in (a); (c) Yield strength and (d) UTS of nanoscale Al-4Cu vary with the sample
in curve of bulk sample in (a) is shifted for legibility. The yellow line in (c) is model
s referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 3. The variation of yield strength (a) and UTS (b) of nanoscale Al-4Cu vary with the sample sizes. Both yield strength and UTS are not sensitive to loading orientations. Two size
dependent stages can be divided at D ¼ 250 nm according to the log-log plots.
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[4,12,13,15].

3.2. Dislocation storage and size-dependent fracture

To understand the anomalous size-dependent strengthening
and strain hardening displayed by the nanoscale Al-4Cu alloy, the
dislocation structure evolution during straining was investigated in
detail. Fig. 4a and Movie S2 show the evolution of dislocation
structures in themicro-tensile test of an Al with D¼ 200 nm. Before
straining, the interior of the Al tensile sample was roughly clean
(Fig. 4a-I). When strain increased to ~7.1%, some dislocations start
to accumulate in the lower part of the tensile sample, especially
along the sample edges, as marked by the red arrows in Fig. 4a-II.
Further elevating the strain to 12.5%, more and more dislocations
are stored inside the nanoscale Al, and a slightly higher number of
dislocations distribute along the edges of sample (Fig. 4a-III). Such a
behavior of dislocation accumulation is pretty similar to a previous
report on the tensile deformation of micron-sized Al fibers [12].
Once the sample fractured, these previously accumulated disloca-
tions were released quickly at the point of fracture (Fig. 4a-IV),
indicating the critical role of an intact native Al oxide shell in
assisting dislocation storage. The number of dislocation accumu-
lated was difficult to count due to the dynamic loading and
Fig. 4. Dislocation storage activities of nanoscale Al and Al-4Cu during tensile loading. (a) Di
large number of dislocations stick at the sample edge due to the native Al oxide shell t
deformation of nanoscale Al-4Cu with D ¼ 118 nm. Efficient dislocations storage both around
dislocations were remained even after fracture.
improper viewing orientation. Fig. 4b and Movie S3 demonstrate
the evolution of dislocation structures in the nanoscale Al-4Cu
during in situ tensile test. In contrast to the Al case, with gradu-
ally increasing strain from 0 to 8.2%, dislocations start to accumu-
late both around q

0
precipitates and at the sample edges (Fig. 4b-II).

Further elevating the strain to 12.1%, dislocations increased quickly
across the sample, mostly distributed around the q

0
precipitates and

partly piled up along the edges, as shown in Fig. 4b-III. After frac-
ture, a large fraction of the accumulated dislocations were
remained inside the sample, indicating the important role of q

0

precipitates in stabilizing the dislocations, as displayed in Fig. 4-IV.
From the comparison between Al and Al-4Cu, it is evident that the
native Al oxide shell and q

0
precipitates play critical roles in

assisting dislocation storage, and leading to the significant strain
hardening.

Supplementary video related to this article can be found at
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.actamat.2016.12.055.

The nanoscale Al-4Cu samples show a clear transition from
elastic to plastic deformation, stable flow stress and significant
strain hardening. Such a bulk-like tensile deformation character
provides opportunity for us to investigate the uniform elongation
of nanoscale samples, which was impossible in the strain burst
dominated single crystal pillars [1e12]. The uniform elongation of
slocation structure evolution in tensile deformation of nanoscale Al with D ¼ 200 nm. A
hen suddenly disappear after fracture. (b) Dislocation structure evolution in tensile
the shear-resistant precipitates and at the interface of the native Al oxide shell. Profuse

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.actamat.2016.12.055
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nanoscale Al-4Cu can be quantified according to the Consid�ere's

criteria, sf ¼
�
vs
vε

�
_ε

, as plotted in Fig. 5 together with the total

fracture strain. In general, the uniform elongation of nanoscale Al-
4Cu ranges from ~5% to ~14% for different sample sizes, which
overlaps with the uniform elongation of bulk Al-4Cu (around 6%)
[28], as marked in Fig. 5. The fracture strain of nanoscale Al-4Cu is
slightly higher than the uniform elongation but demonstrates a
similar trend. In general, the smaller samples have uniform elon-
gation comparable to the bulk counterpart, while the larger sam-
ples show slightly better uniform elongation, but with larger
scatter. Overall, the uniform elongation of nanoscale Al-4Cu does
not demonstrate a strong size-dependent behavior.

In contrast, the nanoscale Al-4Cu displays size-dependent
fracture. As shown in Fig. 5, a transition from ductile to brittle
fracture of nanoscale Al-4Cu can be evidenced. The nanoscale Al-
4Cu with D ¼ 733 nm shows obvious necking deformation before
fracture. High density of dislocation debris appeared at the fracture
front, and the fracture planes are roughly perpendicular to the
loading axis. Notably, the fractured native Al oxide shell can be
easily found at the fracture front, as marked in Fig. 5. With reducing
the dimension, a transition from ductile fracture (necking) to brittle
fracture happens, as seen in the samples with D ¼ 383 nm and
D ¼ 272 nm in Fig. 5. The fracture of these samples can be divided
into two parts: the brittle fracture of native Al oxide shell and the
ductile fracture of the Al-4Cu matrix. With further reducing the
sample size, a pure brittle fracture appeared, as shown for the
samplewithD¼ 191 nm in Fig. 5 andMovies S4. During tensile test,
plenty of dislocations were operating along with straining, and
accumulating around the q

0
precipitates and at the edges. Surpris-

ingly, the sample showed almost no necking stage and fractured
catastrophically, forming a fracture surface perpendicular to the
loading axis (Movie S4). In general, sudden brittle fracture was the
typical fracture character of nanoscale Al-4Cu samples with D
around 100 nm, necking dominated fracture in samples with
D > 600 nm, and a mixture of brittle oxide shell failure and ductile
Fig. 5. The uniform elongation, fracture strain and ductile to brittle fracture transition of nan
nanoscale Al-4Cu show weak size-dependent behavior. The uniform elongation of bulk A
transition from ductile deformation with necking (D ¼ 733 nm), to a mixed brittle failure o
brittle fracture of whole sample (D ¼ 191 nm), as displayed by the inserted TEM images. (For
the web version of this article.)
matrix fracture took place in the medium sized range. These ob-
servations indicate that the earlier fracture of native oxide shell
plays a role of precursor for the final fracture of nanoscale Al-4Cu.

Supplementary video related to this article can be found at
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.actamat.2016.12.055.

4. Discussion

The nanoscale Al-4Cu shows stable plastic flow and size-
dependent strengthening, strain hardening and fracture, which
are likely resulting from the effect of the native Al oxide shell. All
tensile samples are covered with a layer of native Al oxide shell
with a nearly constant thickness of < t > � 4:3 nm. Hence the
volume fraction of native Al oxide shell for tensile samples can be
determined, as plotted in Fig. 6a. Obviously, the volume fraction of
oxide shell is only ~3% for D ¼ 700 nm, and increased to ~20% for
the sample with D ¼ 100 nm, which will significantly enhance the
mechanical performance of nanoscale Al-4Cu. In general, the
smaller sample has a higher volume fraction of the native Al oxide
shell. A relation between volume fraction of oxide shell and sample
size can be observed by fitting the data in Fig. 6a, in the form of
foxide ¼ 54:94D�1:2.

4.1. Modeling the size-dependent yield strength

The size-dependent yield strength observed in nanoscale Al-4Cu
is unexpected, since the micron or sub-micron sized pillars with
internal particles usually exhibit weak or no size effect [19e22].
Only those samples with extremely small sizes would exhibit
obvious size effect, corresponding to a transition from particle
spacing controlled deformation (size-independent) to dislocation
source size dominated deformation (size-dependent) [23]. In the
nanoscale Al-4Cu, the q

0
precipitate spacing is constant

ðlppt � 87 nmÞ [28], thus there should be no size effect in the large
sample range, and a critical sample size of Dc ¼ 250 nm is deter-
mined according to Fig. 3. Hence, for stage I in Fig. 3, the observed
oscale Al-4Cu with reducing sample size. The uniform elongation and fracture strain of
l-4Cu are labelled by the yellow band. The fracture behaviors demonstrated a clear
f oxide shell and necking of matrix (D ¼ 383 nm and D ¼ 272 nm), then to a complete
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.actamat.2016.12.055


Fig. 6. Size-dependent volume fraction of native Al oxide shell, Young's modulus and
model prediction of strain hardening. (a) The variation of volume fracture of native Al
oxide shell with the sample size; (b) The size-dependence of Young's modulus of
nanoscale Al with native oxide shell. The rule of mixture is valid for Young's modulus
calculation during the elastic loading stage of nanosale Al alloy with native oxide. (c)
Modeling the unprecedented strain hardening according to dislocation-precipitates
and dislocation-oxide shell interactions.
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size effect is mainly resulting from the variation of the volume
fraction of native Al oxide shell. Hence the rule of mixtures can be
used to compute the yield strength of native oxide shell and the Al-
4Cu matrix, using
sY ¼ smatrix fmatrix þ soxide foxide (1)

where sY is the yield strength of nanoscale Al-4Cu, smatrix and soxide
are the yield strength of the matrix and the native Al oxide shell,
fmatrix and foxide are volume fractions of the matrix and the native
oxide shell, respectively. In order to check whether the rule of
mixture is valid or not, the variation of Young's modulus with
sample size for nanoscale Al with native oxide shell have been
plotted in Fig. 6b and fitted by using the rule of mixture formula
(see inset in Fig. 6b). It can be seen that the rule of mixture can be
accurately predict the variation of Young's modulus of nanoscale Al
with the sample size. The acquried modulus of Al oxide shell (211.5
GPa) is consistent well with previous experimental study [34].
These analyses indicate that the rule of mixture works for estima-
tion of individual yield strength of Al matrix and oxide shell for
nanoscale Al-4Cu samples.

According to the stage I size dependent strengthening, the
estimated yield strength of native Al oxide shell is soxidez3:85 GPa ,
indicating the ultrahigh strength of the amorphous Al oxide shell.
This estimation is consistent with some previous studies on the
yield strength of amorphous Al oxide shell [33,34]. The calculated
yield strength of Al-4Cu matrix is 320 MPa, which is very close to
the yield strength of bulk Al-4Cu [28]. Due to the ultrahigh strength
of native Al oxide shell, a mild increase of their volume fraction
with reducing sample size will elevate the yield strength signifi-
cantly, thus showing some extent of size-dependence, as shown in
Figs. 2c and 3a. Once D < 250 nm, the yield strength of Al-4Cu
displays a stronger size-dependence, which is caused by both the
dislocation source size dominated deformation and the quick in-
crease of the volume fraction of native Al oxide shell. Therefore the
variation of yield strength of Al-4Cu with sample size can be
modelled in the following:

For D > 250 nm, the precipitate spacing controls the deforma-
tion, and the size effect is mainly resulting from the variation of the
volume fraction of native Al oxide shell, thus [28,29],

sY ¼
"
s1 þ

m0Gb

2p
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� v

p
lppt

ln
�
ro
ri

�#
fmatrix þ soxideðDÞfoxide (2)

where s1 is the sum of intrinsic lattice strength and the solid so-
lution strength, m0 is an orientations factor and can be determined
by fitting stage I in Fig. 3a, such as m0 ¼ 3:35, lppt is the average
precipitate spacing (~87 nm) of peak aged Al-4Cu alloy [28]. The
precipitate strengthening is calculated according to the Orowan
model [29]. All the others symbols have the usual meaning.

For D < 250 nm, both the dislocation source size dominated
deformation and the increasing of the volume fraction of native Al
oxide shell give rise to the size effect, thus,

sY ¼
�
s1 þ

m0Gb
2pð1� vÞbD ln

�
ro
ri

��
fmatrix þ soxideðDÞfoxide (3)

where bD is the size of dislocation source, and b is a scaling factor
between dislocation source size and the dimension of sample [23].
Once the dislocation source size dominated strength become
equals to the average precipitate spacing controlled strength, it is
corresponding to the critical sample dimension for transition from
stage I to stage II in Fig. 3a. Taking the critical size for transition,
Dc ¼ 250 nm, and the average spacing of precipitates in Al-4Cu,
lpptz87 nm, thus a value of b ¼ 0:486 can be obtained. We adopt
ri ¼ b and ro ¼ 3:5h3 for stage I and ro ¼ lppt for stage II, where h is
the average thickness of the precipitates, hence the variation of
yield strength of nanoscale Al-4Cu with the sample dimension can
be well predicted, as shown in Fig. 2c.



Fig. 7. Ashby map showing the toughness/Young's modulus versus ultimate tensile
strength (UTS)/Young's modulus (a) and ultimate tensile strength (UTS)/Young's
modulus versus ductility (b) plot of nanoscale Al and Al-4Cu and in comparison with
other bulk or nanoscale metals [37e48]. The nanoscale Al-4Cu alloys have the un-
precedented combination of toughness and UTS or UTS and ductility. The toughness is
measured from the area covered by the true stress-strain curves.
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4.2. Modeling the size-dependent strain hardening

Besides the anomalous size-dependent yielding, the strain
hardening of nanoscale Al-4Cu also displays significant size effect,
as shown in Fig. 2a and b. The strain hardening of nanoscale Al-4Cu
mainly comes from two parts: kinematic hardening by the q

0
pre-

cipitates and native oxide shell, and isotropic hardening by dislo-
cations accumulated during straining. The q

0
precipitates contribute

to the kinematic hardening via forming high density of Orowan
loops, which produce back stress on further slip of coming dislo-
cations [28,29]. However, the magnitude of q

0
precipitate kinematic

hardening only depends on the volume fraction of precipitates,
which is constant in current study, and amagnitude of� 40MPa for
precipitate kinematic hardening can be estimated according to
previous experimental measurement [29]. Therefore the q

0
pre-

cipitate induced kinematic hardening should be size-independent.
Notably, the fully dense native oxide shell can suppresses the
annihilation of dislocations at the free surface and block their
slipping, leading to a rapid increase of dislocation density inside the
tensile sample. The native oxide shell exerts a strong back stress on
further coming dislocations as well, which also produces significant
kinematic hardening. The oxide shell kinematic hardening and
dislocation isotropic hardening should be size-dependent.With the
operation of the above mechanisms, the magnitude of strain
hardening contributed by the native Al oxide shell can be estimated
as [35,36],

DtB�oxide ¼
GNbcosq
pð1� vÞD (4)

where N is the number of dislocations accumulated on the slip
plane, D is the dimension of the sample, and q is the angle between
the slip plane normal and the loading axis. The number of dislo-
cations that can be stored inside the nanoscale Al-4Cu is highly
dependent on the shear strength of the native Al oxide (Figs. 4 and
5) and the sample size. According to the stressed single pileup
model [35], the maximum number of dislocations that can be
storage on single slip plane is,

N ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
pð1� vÞDDtoxide

Gbcosq

r
(5)

where Dtoxide is the additional shear stress that the native Al oxide
shell can sustain during strain hardening, and approximately
Dtoxide ¼ soxide

2 � soxide
m0

� ti, where tiz
Gb

4pð1�vÞ< t > is the image force

[35]. Therefore the magnitude of back stress provided by the native
oxide shell can be expressed as,

DtB�oxide ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
GbcosqDtoxide
pð1� vÞD

s
: (6)

Hence the total strain hardening of nanoscale Al-4Cu can be
estimated as:

Ds ¼ m0aGb
ffiffiffi
r

p þm0DtB�oxide þ < s> ppt (7)

here mo is an orientation factor as introduced in Eq. (2), a is a
constant in the range of 0.1e0.5 (0.15 is used in this work), and r ¼
Ncosq�D2 is the accumulated dislocation density [35]. Thus the total
strain hardening of nanoscale Al-4Cu is highly size-dependent. The
amount of strain hardening reflected by the difference between
UTS and yield strength, Ds, is plotted with sample dimension, in
comparisonwith the modeling (Fig. 6c). To facilitate the estimation
of the ultimate strain hardening of Al-4Cu sample, we assume the
dislocations are accumulated mainly on one slip plane, and such
calculationwill overestimate the dislocation density, which is likely
part of the reason why the prediction in Fig. 6c is slightly higher
than the experimental data. The physical model captures the gen-
eral trend of size-dependent strain hardening of nanoscale Al-4Cu,
and the kinematic hardening produced by ultrathin native oxide
shell provides the largest fraction of strain hardening in compari-
son with the precipitate kinematic hardening and dislocation
isotropic hardening. In general, with reducing the sample dimen-
sion, the dislocations have a higher chance to interact with the
native Al oxide shell directly. Hence the catastrophic fracture of
nanoscale Al-4Cu with size of 100 nm was mainly caused by the
earlier failure of the native oxide shell, then the matrix was over-
loaded, and lead to brittle fracture morphology, as shown in Fig. 5.
The above analyses indicate that an intact ultrathin native oxide
shell plays a decisive role in achieving the extraordinary mechan-
ical properties of nanoscale Al-4Cu alloys.

Fig. 7a plots the toughness/Young's modulus versus the UTS/
Young's modulus of nanoscale Al-4Cu alloys, in comparison with
the tensile data of other bulk and nanoscale metals [37e48]. This
normalized plot highlights the unprecedented mechanical prop-
erties of nanoscale Al-4Cu resulting from its unique core-shell
composite structure. The corresponding UTS/Young's modulus
versus ductility plot is shown in Fig. 7b. It is obvious that the
nanoscale Al-4Cu alloys with ultrathin native oxide shell have the
best combination of toughness and UTS or UTS and ductility,
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especially for samples with D < 250 nm, which reside in an un-
precedented regime for metals [37e48]. Therefore the ultrathin
native oxide covered nanoscale metals are likely to be useful and
should be further explored in future.

5. Conclusions

We found a new strategy to combine strengthening and plastic
stability for small-volume metals. A nanoscale Al-4Cu with an ul-
trathin native oxide shell, as long as the latter remains intact,
demonstrates size strengthening as well as proficient strain hard-
ening that suppresses plastic instability to deliver bulk-like tensile
ductility and toughness. The overall mechanical stability and per-
formance is unprecedented for known bulk and nanoscale metals,
as reflected in the normalized strength-toughness plot. Our find-
ings bring attention to the potential benefits of a thin and dense
native oxide, such as alumina, silica and chromia, in enabling
strengthening concomitant with efficient dislocation storage. This
approach may find practical use in micro- and nano-systems, to
produce deformation-friendly metallic structures and devices.
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